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â˜…â˜… Return to The Haven with the third book of The Vampire Gift series, free on Kindle

Unlimited! â˜…â˜…~THE VAMPIRE GIFT 3: THRONE OF DUST~The Convicted army, led by one

possessed by The Ancient, stands on one side of a great chasm.On the other, the remaining Haven

vampires, banded together under their Prince, determined to save their home and protect the

humans.A war is about to break out. It all revolves around Eleira.Get ready for the fight of a lifetime.
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this series is great! the character development is amazing, i feel the characters emotions, which to

me makes a book...If you are reading this then you prob know the style in which these books are

written...from every main characters point of view throughout the book seperated by chapters. so its

easy to follow, though every so often i have to flip back to remind myself whos pov im on, i really like



getting each characters perspective...the story is full of action, deceipt, love, and small yet happy

triumphs and easy to get into, im only sad there are only 5 books. i only have two left! i highly rec

this book and the two before!

I am in love with this book sms the story of Raul and Eleria. Seems she has a Destiny that he may

not be able to be a part of. It has kept me wanting more. Such a great series I have read them in 3

weeks and cannot wait for the next.

I've read three books in four days in this series. I love it and am hooked. Each book is well written. I

would highly recommend audible, it makes it even better. You learn so much in this book in the

series. I would love to tell you what is inside. Again that is for you to find out. I would highly

recommend this book and series. Off to the next book. Hope you make it there, although if you have

come this far their is no turning back. You are hooked.

This is a very good series to read...it keeps you on the edge of your seat waiting for the next shoe to

drop..when it happens you are like that isn't what I expected....you figure out everyone has their own

agenda and that no one can be trusted...at the same time you can't wait to see what will happen in

the love story that is taking place...I personally can't wait to read the rest of this serie...I know that

you will enjoy this series as much as I have..it is a very fast read...

This was so good I'm going to start the fourth book in less than two weeks. It's the first time I've

read a book were you could get the idea of what each character is thinking. At first I wasn't sure if I

liked that because I'd be so into one character and then it would change but it happened in a

sequence that relates well to the timeline of the story. Without wanting to give any spoilers I'm glad

that this third book gave more details on Elira's parents thoughts. Vampire novels are my favorite

read. Of course they're all fiction but I like how magic is involved in the story. It gives it an

understanding of where it began. Now to see on how it will end!I.Rodriguez

Way Too short !!!!! Other then that , I do really like the story ...but the 3rd book was so short ....I felt

a Lil bit cheated .

This is a brilliant series. With every book it gets better and better. Great characters, great storyline,

great magic and mayhem. I highly recommend
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